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A linearization principle for a steady motion of a thermo-diffusive fluid mixture 
in a bounded domain with mixed boundary conditions is proved. Sufficient con- 
ditions are given for the coincidence of linear and non-linear stability parameters of 
the motionless tate in a layer. An existence theorem for a steady motion in a layer 
is also given. 1 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known the problem of the motion of a binary fluid mixture is 
of great importance and has many practical applications, e.g., to 
oceanology, meteorology, astrophysics, and geophysics, and several works 
have been dedicated to this problem from both theoretical and experimen- 
tal points of view (cf. [l&14] and the references in [2]). For this 
problem-taking into account the interactions between thermal diffusion 
and thermal diffusive conduction in the scheme of the Oberbeck- 
Boussinesq equations-in [ 143 we gave an existence and uniqueness 
theorem for a steady flow in a bounded domain whose boundary is in part 
“free but invariable” and in part “rigid’ (boundary conditions of the 
Dirichlet-Neumann kind). We recall that-from the physical point of 
view-the aforesaid interactions cannot be neglected when the concen- 
tration is not “too small” [ 11. 
* Some results of this paper have been presented at the 7th Congress of the Italian 
Association of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics AIMETA, Trieste, October 2-5, 1984 
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The aim of the present paper is essentially to obtain the conditions under 
which the linear stability implies the non-linear stability, i.e., a linearization 
principle, for: 
(i) the steady solutions whose existence has been proved in [14]; 
(ii) the motionless state in a layer.’ 
Moreover for the sake of completeness, in the Appendix we prove an 
existence theorem for a steady solution in a layer. 
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we give the basic 
notations and recall some results in [14]. In Section 3 we prove a 
linearization principle in the H-norm for perturbations which belong to H, 
and in the H,-norm for perturbations in H,. In Section 4 we give con- 
ditions which assure-for the motionless state-the coincidence of the 
critical linear and non-linear stability parameters for a class of problems 
which include the constant gradient case (i.e., the Benard problem). 
2. BASIC NOTATIONS AND RECALL OF SOME RESULTS IN [ 143 
Let Sz be a bounded (open and connected) domain of R3 with boundary 
852 = S v r, where S and I- are C3-hypersurfaces of R3. Let us assume that 
Sz is locally located on one side of aQ and the distance from S to r is 
positive.2 Moreover let r > 0 and Q, = Sz x (0, T). 
The equations which govern the motion of a thermo-diffusive binary 
fluid mixture in the Oberbeck-Boussinesq scheme [l, 3,4] are: 
p=po[l -cr,-T+sct,C] 
g+v.V”-“Av= -v;+ [l -c+T+scc.C] g 
;+vVT= (k,+ NJ2k,) AT+ NE,k,AC+ QT in Q, (2.1) 
g+v-VC=lk,AT+k,dC+Qi 
v.v=o 
’ The validity of a linearization principle when the interactions between thermal diffusion 
and thermal diffusive conduction are neglected has been studied in [2, 131. 
’ S is the rigid boundary and r is the free invariable boundary. We observe that either S or 
f may be empty. The assumptions made on the domain D comprise as particular cases many 
fluid motions which occur in nature, for example, the motion of the atmosphere surrounding 
the earth, of a liquid outside an air bubble, of a fluid in a rigid container, of a water drop, and 
so on. 
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V = velocity field 
PO = constant density in some fixed configuration 
POP1 = pressure 
= coefficient of thermal expansion 
= coefficient of concentration expansion 
= temperature measured starting by a constant level 70 
= concentration measured starting by a constant level Co 
= kinematic viscosity coefficient 
= thermal diffusivity coefficient 
= solute diffusivity coefficient 
= thermo-diffusive coefficient 
= ( p/c,)(adaC),,, T = const > 0, where p is an appropriately defined 
chemical potential [ 1 ] and cP is the specific heat 
= + 1 according to whether the solute density is greater than or less 
than the solvent density 
= body force (typically the gravity) 
= heat supply 
= mass source field. 
To (2.1) we append the following initial and boundary conditions: 
v(x, 0) = vo(x) 
T(x, 0) = To(x) in R (2.2) 
cc.% 0) = Cob), 
v=a, T= T,, C=C, on Sx [0, t] 
v.n=cr,,D(v).n-n.D(v).nn=b on f x [0, r] (2.3) 
-ET c=c 
aT 
an 2’an 2 on TX [0, ~1 
where T,(x), C,(x), vo(x) are assigned in 0, a(x, t), T,(x, t), C,(x, t) are 
assigned on Sx [0, r], b(x, t), a,(~, t), T2(x, t), C,(x, t) are assigned on 
f x [0, r] under the conditions V. vo(x) = 0, b. nl r = 0 (n is the unit nor- 
mal to L?Q), JS a. n da = jra, do = 0. D(v) is the rate of the deformation 
tensor: 
D(v) = j{Vv + (Vv)‘}. 
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Equations (2.3), and (2.3), represent the slip condition3 in particular 
(2.3), corresponds to assign the tangential component of the stress vector 
t=T.n= -pn+2vD(v).n, &. 
PO 
In the sequel we shall need the following spaces: 
9(Q)= {VE(C~(Q))3,V~v=O); 
X(Q) = closure of 9(Q) in the L,(Q) norm, 11.11; 
G(Q)= {u~(L#2))~: u=Vq, qe W;(Q)}4; 
@2)={uE(C~(c?))3:UIS=0,U~nlr=0,V31=0}; 
J,(Q) = closure of j(Q) in the gradient norm, IIVull; 
V, = closure of Cg(d - S) in the We norm, 11. II(l); 
H= X(Q) x [Lz(Q)]‘; 
Z = Banach space; 
L,(O, 7; Z) = { 9 s uare-integrable functions from [0, T] into Z}; 
L,(O, 7; Z) = {essentially bounded functions from [0, 7 ] into Z}; 
UQ,) = L,(O, 7; J52P)L 
.F(Q,) = {u E (Lz(r;2,))3: u( ., t) l (L2(s2))3 a.e. in [0, 71, V. u = O}. 
H becomes a complex Hilbert space with the inner product 
(u,u’)“=(v,v’)+(T, Ty+N(C, C’), 
where 
u’ = (v’, T’, c’)r 
and (., .) is the usual inner product in L,(Q) (or in (J?~(Q))~). 
3 The slip conditions are the usual ones in the hydrodynamic motion in domains with free 
boundaries (cf., e.g., [ 15, pp. 21-22; 2, Vol. II, pp. S-91). 
4 We recall that X(Q) = {II E (L2(.C?))3, V. u = 0, u. nlAR = 0} and (L2(s2))3 = X(Q)@ G(D), 
where the conditions V.u =0 and u.nlpR= 0 are understood in the generalized sense, (cf. 
Cl63 171). 
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It is easy to see that the norm 
is equivalent to the IIuI/(~~(~))s. 
Let us consider the operator A, defined in H with domain D(A,): 
P( -vAv) 
A,o= - (kT+ NA2kc) AT- Nllk,AC (2.4) 
-ikcAT-kcAC 
where P is the projection in (L2(Q))3 onto X(Q), 
u~&(Q)n(W@2))~x[V,n W’#2)]‘:: -=O, 
r 
ac 
an. 
=o, D(v).n-n,D(v).nnl,=O 
In [14] we proved 
THEOREM 2.1. The linear operator A, establishes a one-to-one correspon- 
dence of D(A,) onto H, A, is positive-definite on D(A,) and self adjoin& and 
its inverse operator A;’ is compact. 
Let us introduce the complex Hilbert spaces H, = D(AA12) and 
H, = D(A,) with inner products 
(a, u)~, = (a, u), = (A;‘2~, A;‘2~), 
(u, o)rr2 = (a, 012 = (4,~ Aou)rr 
with 
! 2vD(v) Ay2v = (k,+ N12kc) VT+ N;lkcVC Ik,VT+ k,VC 
(2.5) 
Let us assume that a, T,, C1, a2, T2, C, in (2.3) are zero (this is not 
restrictive; see [ 141). 
We define a generalized steady solution of the problem (2.1) (2.3) as a 
field v = (v, T, C)‘E H, such that 
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2vE(v, (4-J) + ja v.Vv.cpdx-2 b.cpdu s r 
+GIT 
s 
Tg.qdx-see, 
s Cg.cpdx= (8, cp) R R 
(b+N~2k-)(VT Vf,i)+NWVC, Vf,)+~Qv~Vrfl dx= (Qnfi) 
(2.6) 
Nlk.(VT, Vf,) + Nk,(VC, Vf,) + N s, v . VCf, dx = N(&, fJ 
WEJo( Vf,,f2E v,, 
where E(v, cp) = ln D(v). D(cp) dx. 
We have 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf f=(g, Q,, &)'EX(Q)X (IT,~(Q))~, bE(W:‘2(r))3, 
then there exists at least a solution u = (v, T, C)T~ [JO(Q) n ( e(Q))3] x 
[V, n @(G)]* of the problem (2.6).5 
The proof is given in [ 141. 
Remark I. Let b = 0 in (2.6) and let Q be a bounded domain of R3 with 
boundary aQ = S v r such that S n T# 0, SE C3, where r is a part of 
plane which is orthogonal to S on Sn f and Q is locally located on one 
side of S and located on one side of IY Then Theorem 2.2 holds [ 14J6 
Remark II. If the data b and fare “small enough,” and the kinematic 
viscosity and the diffusivity coefficients k, and k, are “large enough,” then 
(2.6) has a unique solution. 
3. LINEARIZATION PRINCIPLE 
For the steady motion whose existence is recalled in Section 2, we now 
prove a linearization principle in the H-norm in the class of perturbations 
belonging to H, . Successively we shall prove a linearization principle in the 
Hi-norm for perturbations in H,. The proof lines are those given in [18] 
and [ 193, respectively. 
Let (i, F, c, pl) be a steady motion (basic motion) of the system (2.1), 
’ If S= @, then the spaces L,(Q) and V, must be properly modified. If S= @ and f is a 
domain of revolution around an axis, then J,,(Q) and X(Q) must be properly modified too 
c141. 
6 This domain comprises many physical motions, for example, the motion of the water in a 
glass, among others. 
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(2.3), with a *n = 0, a2 =O. Assume that (f, T, (?)T~ H, n (L,(L?))5, (Vi) E 
(L,(s2))9, VT, VIE (L,(a))3. Let us consider a perturbed motion of the 
basic motion (f + u, T+ 9, ?+ y, p, +p) corresponding to the same body 
force g, heat and mass source QT and QC and boundary values as the basic 
motion. Then for the perturbation (u, 8, y)’ we have the system in fiT: 
au VP Z+~.Vu+u~V~+u.Vu= ---(a#-sa,y)g+vdu 
PO 
;+iV%+uV~+uV%=k,dB+N~2kC~%+Nlk,dp 
(3.1) 
~+i-Vy+u.V~+,.V~=k~dy+~k,dO 
v.u=o 
with initial conditions 
u(x, 0) = uo(x) 
e(x, 0) = e,(x) in D (3.2) 
Yk 0) = Y,(X) 
and boundary conditions 
u(x, t)=O, e(x, t)=O, y(x, t)=O onSx(O,z) 
u.n=O, D(u).n-n.D(u).nn=O on f x (0, z) (3.3) 
aepn = 0, ayldn = 0 on r x (0,~). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Assume that zq,= (u,, Bo, yo)T~ H, (i, F, C?)E HI n 
(L,(Q))‘, GE (L,(Q))9, VT, VZ~E (L,(s2))3. A weak generalized solution 
of the problem (3.1))(3.3) is a real solution U= (u, 8, Y)~EL~(O, r; H,)n 
L, (0, r; H), Vr > 0, of the problem: 
bodP(w+J^L 1-t 4 cp,) + 2Jqu, q-J) + (i. vu, cp) 
0 
+(u.Vi,cp)+((a.8-sa,y)g,cp)+(u.Vu,cp) dt 
I 
(~oJ,(o))=~~ (-(e,f,,)+(k.+N~‘k,)(Ve,Vf,,)+(t.Vu,f,) 
0 
+(uV~,f,)+(uV%,fi)+N~k,(V%,Vf,)} dt 
(3.4) 
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(YO~fAO)) = jox I- W*,) + k-m, v-2) + &(W v-1) 
+(~~V~,fi)+(u.V~,f,)+(u.Vy,f,)} dt 
kp E C(0, co; Jo(Q)), V’, ,fi E C(0, co; V,) with compact support 
in CO, 6 rp+L,(O, ~0; GW,fi,,f2,~~2(0, 00; L2(Q)). 
Putting 
u = (u, 6 Y)‘, i = (cp?f,Lf2)T? uo = (uo, 00, YolT 
a,(u, i) = ZvE(u, cp) + (k,+ N~*k,)(w V.1) + N&-(Vy, Vf,) 
+ k,O’y, Vf2) + NWW VI,) 
~2(~,i)=(~.Vu,cp)+(i.Ve,f,)+N(~.Vy,fi) 
~3(~,i)=(~.V~,cp)+((~.~-~~,.y)g,cp)+(u~V~,ff,)+N(~.V~,f,) 
Mu, u, i)= (u.Vu, cp)+ (u.Ve,f,)+N(u.Vy,f,), 
the system (3.4) becomes 
(UO> i(O)), =jox { - ( k i,)H + a,(u, i) + a*(% 0 
+ a,(~, i) + Hu, u, 0) dt. (3.5) 
Let us define in H, the sesquilinear form 
44 i) = a,(4 0 + a*(4 i) + a,(& 0. (3.6) 
It is easy to see that in the previous assumptions on i, ?=, c:, for 
gE (L,(Q))3, a(u, i) is continuous in the norm of H, and coercive: 
14% 01 G 44 I lil I vu, iEH1 (c>O), 
rea(u,u)3lul:-c,lul2, VUEH, (Cl > 0). 
(3.7) 
Moreover one has 
a,(u, u) = b4:, 
reu,(u, u)=O, 
re h(u, u, U) = 0, 
la3(u, u)l d c2l4zH (c2 > O), 
im4u,u)Gc31ulHlulI cc3 I=- 0). 
(3.8) 
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Therefore one can apply the results of [20, Prob. 1 ] to the system (3.4) and 
obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that Z+E H, (f, F, c)T~ H, n (L,(Q))5, Vi E 
(L,,(Q))9, g, VT, VCE (L,(Q))j then (3.4) has at least a weak generalized 
solution. 
The solutions so obtained verify the energy inequality [ 17, 201: 
lu(r)lX+2jo’{a,(u,u)+a,(~,~)}d~dlu,l~,. (3.9) 
It is know:: [21,22] that the sesquilinear form (3.6) can be associated a 
linear operdior A in H with domain of definition contained in H, such that 
44 0 = (Au, OH VUED(A), V,~E H,.’ 
Applying the methods in [ 181 (or in [23]) it follows that the operator A 
is closed and has a compact resolvent. Then [2 1 ] A has a complete system 
of eigenfunctions. 
Assuming that the basic motion (i, F, c?‘) and g satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.4 and that the eigenfunctions of the operator A and of its 
adjoint A* have bounded first derivatives in 52 for every t, then, by virtue 
of the results in [ 18, Sects. 4, 51, we have the following linearization 
principle. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Stability). Let u be a weak generalised solution of the 
problem (3.1)-(3.3) which satisfies the energy inequality (3.9). If the spec- 
trum of the operator A lies in the right half-plane, then the basic motion is 
conditionally asymptotically exponentially stable in the H-norm, i.e., 
(a) Vs>O, 36(~)>0: IuOIH<G=Iu(t)lH<E Vt20; 
(b) 3~>0: (u,,( <y+ lu(t)lH< lu,lHe ~/I’ (fi>O), Vt30. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Instability). If the operator A has points of the spectrum 
lying in the left ha!Jlplane then the basic motion is unstable in the norm of the 
space H. 
Remark III. Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 hold, in particular, for a 
chemical homogeneous isothermal incompressible flow and they extend the 
results in [24] to the energy norm. 
Remark IV. Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 give stability and instability con- 
ditions in the energy norm (the norm of H) for a basic motion in H, . Since 
’ Proceeding as in Theorem (3.1) in 1141, with b, =O, it is not hard to verify that one can 
assume D( A ) = H, 
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the basic steady motion to which we refer (that recalled in Section 2) is in 
H,, then it is natural to ask whether a linearization principle holds in H, 
for perturbations in H,. If this is the case, then, in particular, we also have 
the (exponential) decay of the first derivatives of the perturbations. 
Let us consider the problem (2.1))(2.3) with a. n = 0, CI~ = 0. Assume that 
there exist 0 E (I+‘$ 1(Q,))3 n.Y(Q,), p, (?E q ‘(Sz,) which satisfy the 
boundary conditions (2.3). Putting u = v - 6, tI = T- p, y = C - c‘, then 
u=(u,hqT verifies a system in 9, with homogeneous boundary 
conditions on dR x [0, t] and initial conditions (3.2). 
By projecting this system onto H, we easily obtain the Cauchy problem 
in H: 
;+A,u+A,(l)u+Ku=f 
(3.10) 
u(0) = ug 
where 
uo = (u,(x), 00(x), Yo(x))T, 
A,u= (P(-vdu), (k,+ Nk’k,) AtI, -Ni,kcAy, -IkcAd, -k,Ay)T, 
A,(t)u=(P(G~Vu+u~V~+aTeg-scr,yg),6~Ve+u~Vri;$~Vy+u~V~)T, 
Ku= (P(u.Vu), u.VB, uV~)~, 
* 
-~+“At-~,Vi-a,~g+sn,~g+g 
^ 
-g+ (k,+ Nd2k,) Af+ Ndk,A&+Vri+ QT, 
1 T 
-~+~k,Ai+k,nC-o.VC+g, . 
> 
We assume that the domain of definition of the operators A,, A,(t) and 
K is HZ. 
It is easy to see that there exists a positive constant 8, such that 
P,-‘bIH6 141 dP1142. (3.11) 
The first part of this inequality has been proved by (2.7) in [14]. As con- 
cerns the second part we have 
b4: = (Aoh Aou)ff 
=~~P(-vAu)j~2+kZ,J~A~~~2+Nk$(N~2+l)~~~A~+Ay~j2 
+ 2N,Ik,k,re(Ad, iA0 + Ay). 
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From this it follows that 
Putting E, = (NA2 + $)/(NA’+ l), we have 
IuI:> IIP(-vdu)(12+a’lldel12+h’l~ade+dyl12, (3.12) 
where a’ = k2T/(2N12 + 2), h’ = Nk$(NA2 + l)/(2NA2 + 1). 
Let CI’ and CY” be positive domain constants (for the existence of such 
constants see [25,26]) such that 
vu E &,(Q) n ( *ew3, D(u).n-n.D(u).nnl,-=O, 
where E(u) = E(u, u), 
llV~l12 6~“l/d~/12 VBE F, n w:(n),; =o. 
r 
If 
( 
c( a:(Q) a:(Q) cc’ cx”kT a”Nkc 
Bf=max z,h,b,- 
v’ a’ -‘h ’ ! 
where a = k.(k.+ Nl.2k,)J(2N~2k, + k,), b = Nk,k.J(2NA2kc + 2k.), and 
(x and a:(Q) are the constants in Lemmas 1.4 and 1.1 in [14], then we 
obtain the inequality (3.11). 
The operators A ,(t) and K satisfy the conditions (2.3) (2.4) and (2.5) in 
[ 193. In fact, if g E L(0, co; X(Q)), then applying the imbedding theorems 
and the multiplicative estimate (see [ 19, 271) we have’ 
‘Observe that by Lemma(3.1) in 1261 and by (3.12) we have ~/u~/(*‘~B,I)P(-vY~u)II < 
~~1~1~. By (16), Chap. 1 in 1161 and by (3.12) we have 11011’*)< o,l/dBII Q u41u12 (u, (i= l,..., 4) 
are positive constants). Moreover, for 1=0, from (3.12) it follows that I[yil(*‘<~~l[d~jl < 
@&A/~ (u,>O); for A#0 from (3.12) it follows that lul:> IIP(-vdu)l12+a’jjd0112+ 
b’[ 11148112 + lldyll* - 2~~148~/ IIdrll] and, by straightforward calculations, 1~1: > IlP( -vAu)l12 + 
(a’/2)lIAQII* + (a’h’/(26’1* + a’))llArll*. Therefore l/~ll(~‘<u,ilA)~II <u,(ul, (u6 > 0). 
409/124/l-12 
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where c is a positive domain constant and c, is a constant depending on c 
and on v, k,, kc, N, 2; 11. )I(‘) are the norms in W;(Q). 
Thus 
I~~~~~~lH~C(~f~I~I~“*I~I:‘* VMEH* (3.13) 
with 
p(t)=C1{[ll?/((“]*+ [II~~I”‘]‘+ [IIC~~“‘]‘}“‘EL,(O, T). 
Analogously we have 
IKzf H 6 c*l24:1*/~l :I29 (3.14) 
indeed 
IKz4l’H <j { lu~*1vu1* + lu121ve12 + Iu/21vy12} dx
bc~~,lu,l”~l*~llul,“‘llul,“‘+ Ilw’~llw’~+ Ilvll”‘llvll’2’) 
d4bl:l42 (c* > 0). 
Finally, 
IKU-Ku’l,dc,(lul, + IU’I,)[(U--‘I~‘*lU--‘I:.i*] (Cj s-0). (3.15) 
Therefore A,, A,(t), K satisfy the conditions (l), (2), (3) in [19, Sect. 21. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let z E 10, co]. W, is the complex Banach space con- 
sisting of u(t) E L2(0, t; H) such that du(t)/dt, A,u(t) E LJO, r; H); while 
Ah12~(f) is an element of H,, Vt E [0, t], depending continuously on t in the 
norm of H, and (du/dt, A,u),=t(d/dt)lul:EL,(O, T). 
The norm in W, is defined by the equality 
+ ll&41t2(0,r;H,+ sup 14: 
CO. 7’1 
DEFINITION 3.3.” A solution u of (3.10) which belongs to W, (for some 
z E 10, co 1) is a “strong” generalised solution of (2.1 t(2.3). 
From the results in [ 19, Theorem 3.11, the existence and uniqueness 
theorem of strong generalised solutions of the problem (2.1)-(2.3) follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A l(f), .f(f) defined .for every t 3 0. Let 
‘For the properties of the strong solutions and the relationship between existence and 
uniqueness theorems for strong and weak generalized solutions, see [ 17, Chap. III, 31. 
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(u,, ‘An, ho)=-%> k Qn Q,)‘~L&L ~0; WQ))x CL(O> ~0; L(W2. 
Then the problem (3.10) has a unique solution ME W,(,,, where 
R= t-j? Ifl?,dt+ lu,l:ll’* and T(R) is a positive function of R tending to co 
for R -+ 0. 
Let us assume that U* = (v*, T* C* ) is a steady solution of (3.10) 
U* E H,. Suppose that u(t) = (v, 8’, y’), is another solution of (3.10) with 
initial condition u(0) = ORE H, (which differs little in the norm of H, from 
u*). The difference w(t) = u(t) - U* = (w(t), 8”(t), y”(t))‘is a solution of the 
problem 
$+A,w+A,w+A*(U*)w+Kwl=o 
w(0) = u(0) - u* = q 
(3.16) 
with 
As in the case of the operator A ,(t), we have 
Hence all the properties of Section 4 in [ 191 hold; in particular we have 
the following theorems: 
THEOREM 3.5 (Stability). Assume that A , and,f in (3.10) do not depend 
on t and let u* be a steady solution of the problem (3.10), u* E H,. If the 
spectrum of the linear operator A = A, + A, + A,(u*) lies in the right half- 
plane (i.e., u * is linearly stable), then u* is conditionally asymptotically 
stable in the norm of H,, i.e., 
(i) Vc>O, 36(e)>O: (‘pi, <6* /w(t)/, <E, Vt>,O; 
(ii) +>O: lql,<~*lim,,, Iw(t)(,=O. 
THEOREM 3.6 (Instability). Assume that u* is a steady solution of the 
problem (3.10) u* E H,. If the operator A = A,+ A, + A,(u*) has points of 
the spectrum lying in the left half-plane (i.e., u* is linearly unstable) then u* 
is non-linearly unstable in the norm of H, , i.e., there exists E> 0 such that for 
any arbitrary small 6 > 0 one can find an element cp in H, with 1~1, d 6 and 
T>O such that (w(t)\, >E. 
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4. THE CASE OF THE MOTIONLESS STATE: COINCIDENCE OF LINEAR 
AND NON-LINEAR STABILITY PARAMETERS 
In this section we give conditions which guarantee the coincidence of the 
linear and non-linear stability parameters for the motionless state of a 
thermo-diffusive binary mixture. First we assume that 52 is bounded. With 
the same notations used in Sections 2 and 3 let us consider the steady 
motion (V, T, c, d, p) of (2.1)(2.3), a. nl, = 0, CI~ = 0, whose existence is 
proved in [14]. Given a perturbed motion corresponding to the same 
boundary values and external fields; then the perturbation (u, 8, y, p, p*) 
satisfies the system (3.1) with initial and boundary conditions (3.2))(3.3). 
It is better to put in a non-dimensional form the system (3.1 t(3.3) (see 
VI 1: 
v.u=o 
44 0) = h(X) 
w, 0) = &(x) 
lo, 0) = h(X) 
u(x, t) = 0, 0(x, t) = 0, y(x, t) = 0 
u.n=O, D(u).n-n.D(u).nn=O 
83 a7 o -=-= 
an an 
where 
R = F is the Reynolds number, 
P, = $ is the Prandtl number, 
T 
P, = k is the Schmidt number, 
c 
in Sz 
in Q 
in Q 
on S x (0, r) 
on Tx (0, r) 
on r x (0, r) 
(4.1) 
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a Tad’: 
g2=T is the Rayleigh number, T 
‘&2 = dk4 
vk, 
is the Rayleigh number for the concentration, 
kc Y, = - 
k, 
is the Lewis number, 
a = sup jVT1, p = sup IVZ’L g= sue lgl, 112, qr=LT, 
R R n g a 
qc 2, B 
B 
a=-, v= sup Ial, d, = diameter of Sz. 
a R 
Assume that the basic motion is the rest, i = 0. The spectral problem of 
linear theory can be obtained from (4.1) by linearization and the use of the 
exponential time factor e-‘I, where 6 is a complex number (for the sake of 
simplicity we still denote the fields with same symbols II, 0, y as before). 
One finds that 
--&I= -vp-(ml-s%y)q+Au 
-6P,8= -i%.~.q~+(l +Nl’r,) AO+NhAy 
(4.2) 
Assuming that 
then 6 is real. 
rDqTT% -Na2qc=sq (4.3) 
To show this, we multiply (4.2), by ii, (4.2), by rDK (4.2), by Na’y, and 
integrate over Q. Adding the equation so obtained we have: 
- r,,(l + N~2rD)IIVB112-2N~ar,re QVy.Vgd~- Na2JIVyl(2 I 
- %Na2 s u . qcr dx. R 
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Because of (4.3) we find 
-~~ll~l12+~.~.l/~l12+~,~~211yl12) 
= -2E(u)-r,(l +N~*r,)llVe~~*-Nu2(IVyl12 
- 2NAar D re i Vy . VB dx R 
(4.4) 
- 2Bre 
s 
u ’ q@ dx + 2sVre s q. uy dx. n R 
Hence 8 is real. If the conditions (4.3) hold then the system (4.2),-, 
becomes: 
-8u= -Vp-(Be-Afy)q+Au 
-bP,r,B= -.%?u.~+~~(l+ NA2r,) de+ Nhsr,Ay 
- c?P,Nr~‘y = s%‘u . q + N&v, de + Na*Ay. 
(4.5) 
Now we consider the system (4.1) and multiply (4.1), by u, (4.1), by r,t? 
and (4.1), by Na*y. Integrating over Q and adding, we find the energy 
equality 
^ 
f + 2E(u) + r,(l + NA2r,)llVB(12 + No21jVyI12 
+R.i (a?‘e-s%y)l.Udx R 
+ 2N;lar, s V8.Vydx=O R 
where i?= ${ /lull2 + P,r,~~e(~* + P,No~~~~~/~}. 
Putting 
9 = 2E(u) + r,(l + NA2r,)llV8112 f No*IIVylJ* 
(4.6) 
I,= -R i u.D(i).udx- (.%O-s%‘y)q.udx a s R 
-r,% s nu.qTt)dx-Nu2% s l,uwdx 
- 2Nhr, s ve ’ vy dx, (4.7) R 
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one has 
1 
$+94,=0. (4.8) 
From this it follows that 
where 
(4.9) 
Applying the variational methods in Rionero [28] it is easy to see that if i, 
F, c are smooth enough then there exists the minimum (4.9). 
Associated with the minimum problem (4.9) there is the system: 
2Ru. D(i) + SYq -s%‘yq + r,BYlqr+ Na2Wyqc- 2Au + 2Vp-2fiu =0 
~u.‘1+r,au.~.-2N~or,Ay-2r,(l + NA’r,) Ad-2P,r,jiB=O 
-sWu.q+ No2Vu.qc-2Nh,A0-2Na2Ay--2P,Na2~y=0 
v.u=o (4.10) 
ul,=els=yls=o 
u.n=D(u).n-n.D(u).nnl.=O 
a@ ay =o. 
n,=an, I I 
Assume that t=O and the conditions (4.3) hold then (4.10), 3 become 
-/iu=-Vp-(%9-s%T’y)q+Au 
-jiP,r,0= -.@u.q+r,(l +N12r,)Afl+Ni,arDAy (4.11) 
- ,iiPc Nc2y = s%Yu. q + Nbr, At9 + Ncr2Ay. 
It follows, therefore, that the eigenvalues problem (4.5) of the linear 
stability and (4.11) of the non-linear (energy) stability coincide for the 
motionless state”; in particular, this holds for the constant gradient case 
(the Benard Problem) (cfr. [2]). 
” It can be shown that if the conditions (4.3) hold, then the motionless state is the only one 
for which linear and non-linear stability parameters coincide. 
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So we have proved 
THEOREM 4.1.” Let the spatial variations of the gravity vector field and 
temperature and concentration gradient fields of the motionless state be 
proportional so that: 
rDrlr=i, -No2qc=sq. 
Then, R, = R,:, where R, and R, are the critical parameters of the linear 
and energy stability. Moreover every solution of (4.5) has im B = 0 (exchange 
of stability holds). Subcritical instabilities qf this motionless cannot exist 
when (9’+ %Y*)!/* <R,. 
Now we assume that Q=R* x (0, d) is a layer.12 The proof of 
Theorem 4.1 can be obtained in a similar way. Let us assume that the basic 
steady motion, whose existence is given in the Appendix, satisfies (4.3) and 
that there exist h,>O, a >O such that 
ID(i hl, IqA, Iqcl are less than ho/C1 +x*+~*l”. 
Then applying the methods in [28, 291, we easily obtain the existence of 
the minimum of the problem (4.9) in the unbounded domain 52 and the 
coincidence of the critical linear and non-linear parameters for the 
motionless state. 
Remark V. If 0 is a layer and the basic motion is periodic in x1 and x2 
with periods 271/a, and 271/p,, respectively (cl0 > 0, /I,, > 0) and the pertur- 
bed motion is periodic in x1 and x2 with the same period as the basic 
motion, then the minimum problem (4.9) can be studied in a “periodicity 
cell” [0, 271/a,) x [0, 271/j,) x [0, d]. Theorem 4.1 holds also in this case. 
Remark VI. The results of this section can also be obtained with the 
methods in [30] by showing that the operator associated to the linear 
problem is symmetric with respect o inner product 
(u, vJH = (u, v) + r,(R 0’) + Na*(y, 14, 
V 
1 0 3 V= 8’ , Y’ 
whose induced norm is equivalent to the (L2(Q))5-norm. 
I’ For the case i = 0 (cf. [Z, Vol. II, p. 231). 
I2 In this case the Reynolds and Rayleigh parameters must be properly modified (now we 
put d, = d). 
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APPENDIX 
Let 52 be the layer Sz = (-co, + ~0)~ x (0, d), d> 0. We assume that the 
plane xj =0 is a “rigid” surface S and the plane x3 = d is a “free but 
invariable” surface T. Here we study a steady solution of the system (2.1) in 
R with boundary conditions (2.3) on 8Q and with asymptotic conditions 
Vlrl = 30 = v,(x), T,.,, = cc = T,(x), c,,, = 3G = C,(x), 
where a(x), T,(x), C,(x) are assigned on S, Q(X), b(x), T,(x), C,(x) are 
assigned on r and v,(x), T,(x), C, ( ) x are defined on Q at least for large 
1x1. Let us assume that there exist V*(X)E (W&,,(Q))‘, T*(x), 
C*(X)E e,,,,(a) such the boundary and asymptotic conditions are 
verified. If we put u = v - v*, 8 = T - T*, y = C - C*, then we obtain the 
system 
u~vu+u~vv*+v*~vu-vAu= -v~+(-a~e+scf.,y)g+g, 
uVB+uVT*+v*V&(k.+Nd2k,)A&N;rk,Ay=g, 
u.Vy+u.VC*+v*.Vy-lk,A&k,Ay=g, 
v.u=o 
u=e=y=o 
ae ay 
s=dn=u.n=D(u).n-n.D(u).nn=O 
Ul.rl = c4 = 0, 0,.x, = x = 0, YlTl = cc = 0 
where 
in R 
in R 
in Q 
in Q 
on S 
on T 
(A,) 
g, =g+vAv*-v*.Vv*-a.T*g+sa,C*g 
g, = (k,+ N12k,) AT* + Nik,AC* -v* .VT* + QT 
g, = k,AT* + k,AC* -v* . VC* + Q,. 
We assume that g, E Jo(Q), g,, g, E I’;, where Jo(Q) is the dual space of 
Jo(Q), Vi is the dual space of I’, and Jo(Q) and V, are the spaces defined 
as in Section 2 for the layer Q.i3 
I3 In 1161 are given sufficient conditions which assure g, E J;(Q), g,, g, E V’, 
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By a generalized solution of (A,) we mean a real valued field 
u = (u, 0, Y)~E H, such that 
2”E(W ‘4) + b(u, v*, cp) + b(u, u, cp) + b(v*, u, cp) + uTj 8g. cp dx 
R 
- sclc s uwcpdx= (g,, cp>, VVEJo(Q) 
(k,+N~,2k,.)(V8,Vf~,)+N~k,(VY,Vf,)+b(u,e,f,) (A21 
+Nu, ~*,f*)+wv*,Rfl)= (g2,flL VflE v, 
N&(W Vf2)+ %m, Vf2)+NO, y,f*)+NHu, c*,fi) 
+NQv*, y,f2)= N<g,,f,), Vf2e VI? 
where 
h(a, b, c) = jQ a . Vb . c dx, 
h(a, b, c) = !*, a . Vbc dx, 
and (., . ) is the scalar product in the duality between Jo(Q) and J;(Q) 
and between V and V’, respectively. 
We have the following existence 
THEOREM A,. Let 52=(-m, +oo)‘x(G,d), d>O. Let s, = 
supa iv*1 < 00, s2 = sup0 ivv*i < 00, g= sup0 (gl < co, s3 = sup0 IVT*( < 00, 
sq = sup0 IVCl < CC; 
k,(NA*k, + k,) b,kT. Nkc 
a= 2NA2kc+k, ’ 2 NA*k, + k; 
(i) a>4(s,d+s,d2/2) 
(ii) b>4N(s,d+s,d2/2) 
(iii) v > 4(s, d + s2d2 + s,(d2/2) + N(sqd2/2)), 
then (A2) has at least one solution (u, 9, Y)~E H,. 
ProoJ If we put cp= hu, h=const >O, f, =8, f2=y in (AZ) and add, 
then we obtain 
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2vWu) + (k,+ NA2k,)I(V8112 + 2NAk,(W, Vy) + NkJVyl12 
= -hb(u, v*, U)-hhb(u, u, U)-hhb(v*, u, u)-hc.t~ 8g.u dx 
R 
+sa,h yg. u dx - h(u, t&8) - h(u, T*, Q) - h(v*, 6,O) 
-Nh(u, y, Y) - Nh(u, c*, y) - WV*, Y, Y) 
+h(g,,u)+(g,,B)+N(g,,y). 
By virtue of the Poincari: inequalities 
taking into account that 
h(u, II, u) = b(u, 8, 0) = b(u, y, y) = 0 
and that 
-hh(u, v*, u) 6 hd’s211Vul12, -WV*, u, u)dhds,llVu~~*, 
-NY T*, 0) < d2s,IJVu/I llVOl/, -h(v*, 8, 0) 6 ds,IlVBI12, 
-WY c*, Y) < d2s,IlVuJI IJVyJJ, -WV*, Y, Y) <ds*llvy112 
and applying the Cauchy inequality, we have 
where E,> 0 (i= l,..., 5). 
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By virtue of (2.6) in [14], which also holds in the present case, taking 
into account the equality 
2E(u) = ~~vu~~2 vu E Jo(Q), 
choosing E, =2hJa, c2=2hlb, Ed= v, ~4=a, Ed= b and h =K= 
(v/4)[cr$g2d4/a + (x$g2d4/b] we easily obtain 
If (i), (ii), (iii) hold, then (A3) gives an a priori estimate: 
II4 !,, 6 const. (A4) 
The result is now achieved with the FaedooGalerkin method (see, e.g., 
[ 17, 253). It can be easily proved that (A4) holds for the approximate 
solutions U, = (u,, 0,, 7,)’ of the problem (A,). Therefore there exist a 
subsequence u,, and u E H, such that u,. + u weakly in H, .I4 Since u,,,, --+ u 
strongly in (L2,,,,(O))5 (see [17, Lemma 1.7, p. 170]), then we can pass to 
the limit in the non-linear terms. 
Hence u is a solution of (A2). 
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